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The Northern Cape Branch of the Geological Society of South Africa
Executive Committee and Additional Members
2022

“In a world where nothing ever stays the same, we all need to change, evolve, succeed...and change again”.
That is what we have done, together. The Northern Cape Branch, through Covid19 Lockdown, focused on maintaining
stable branch function and momentum gained since the reconstitution in 2019. Through this time, the branch has seen
success, building from strength to strength. From the event at Red Sands, long before Covid19 outbreak, meeting atop of
Rhenosterkop hill, and recently being hosted by Orion Minerals in Copperton while the committee finalized 2022 major
events and milestones. All these events highlight our commitment and mark our collective intention of creating a social
venue for the group of individuals interested in the sustainability of the Northern Cape a heart-felt reality.
Indeed, change has come again. This time in the form of a new committee, which is a kaleidoscopic union of passionate,
skilled and playful leaders. These leaders take the branch forward to the next milestones. Together, we'll continue to drive
the success of the Branch and the interest of the stakeholders. Below are the face of the members trusted to lead the
branch. Of course, none of this would be possible, as always, without the sponsors. Join us in making sure that we have an
even better 2022.

2022 Event Sponsor

_________________
‘We would like to
thank all our previous
annual and event
sponsors for their
support.’
2022 ANNUAL SPONSORS
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The Northern Cape Branch of the Geological Society of South Africa
Committee Strategy Meeting
28 – 29 January 2022
The committee wishes to express gratitude to Orion Minerals PCZM for hosting us for the first 2022 strategy session
in Copperton.

2022 UPCOMING EVENTS
Look-out for the following events on social media and other GSSA communication platforms for the 2022 calendar:
 Wild Wild West - West Coast Diamond deposits – 1st to 2nd April 2022
 Collaboration events with NC SAIMM – TBA
 Structural Geology event – TBA
 Membership survey on local skills gap assessment – TBA
 Online Talks – TBA
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